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Abstract 
 
Following a referenced and annotated introduction that discusses the author’s poetics, 
word blind includes thirty of the author’s current poems.  
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Words are like eye-glasses.  
They blur anything they don’t make clear. 
Joseph Joubert 
  
 I am a word-blind poet. 
 Let me explain. 
 Entering Spain in 2003, I could neither read nor speak the Spanish language. As I make my 
living with words, as they are my avocation as they are my primary tool for interface, I was 
without a context to interpret the world in which I resorted to poetry  —the poetry of gesture, of 
physical nuance, of abbreviated, often embarrassing linguistic shorthand, depending for meaning 
on a certain subtlety that surrounded my few words. Alexic, walking in circles (for the other 
strangeness of Madrid was the hub-and-spoke orientation of its streets), I began to physically 
move through the storm of signs and letters until they began to cluster and congeal. Like poetry. 
it was for me, as Charles Bernstein might explain it, an experience in anti-absorption (Bernstein, 
A Poetics 22).i In no way could I be lulled by the wor(l)ds of Spain, for I had no language with 
which to understand the blur around me.   
 Slowly, and I do mean slowly, I began to understand, to speak a bit (badly), but still I was 
intimidated by adolescent clerks, surly waiters and cab drivers much amused by my written notes 
and enthusiastic aqui! when I recognized the location to which I was trying to return. What I 
learned in Spain, what I learned from Bernstein, was that persistence leads to understanding, that 
beauty is sensual before it is intellectual, that shape, color and sound operate when intellect does 
not, and that language is essentially an act of recapitulation, a learning of code. Susan Schultz, 
writing in Jacket 1, explains that, to Bernstein, “Language is, in and of itself, highly artificial … 
- not natural…”(Schultz "Of Time and Charles Bernstein's Lines: A Poetics of Fashion 
Statements"). To be blinded by words is to be blinded as if by snow, perceiving a landscape 
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without detail, palpably real and, at once lulling and forbidding. Absorption equals a sleepy 
demise; instead, anti-absorptively, one wanders disjunctively, hoping that sight will be restored.  
As a poet, I must work through juxtaposed ambiguities of clarity and difficulty, form and no -
form, making choices that, when done well, balance density and accessibility. At the same time, I 
must continue to wander. 
 I am— I hope I am— what Pierre Joris would call a nomad poet (Joris A Nomad Poetics: 
Essays 29);ii thus what I write here is less an introduction and more a resting place, a mawqif. 
Muhammad ibn 'Abdi ‘l-Jabbār al-Niffarī, the 10th century Iraqi mystic and poet who never 
wrote his own words down, spoke of ‘stayings,’ stations between states of change, where one 
must be receptive to preparation for new directions without engaging the intellect, without 
necessarily knowing what the new direction might be, but clear that what has passed is past.iii  
“In staying there is neither establishment, nor speech, nor act, nor knowledge, nor ignorance.” 
“Staying belongs to imperviousness. whoso possesses it, his outward part is his inward, and his 
inward part is his outward.”  To be too awake, too scientific, at this resting place is to be “veiled 
by wakefulness even as [one] is veiled by heedlessness” (Niffarī and Arberry 37).iv  So here in 
this text and for a moment, I examine what has grown through the earth; I tug on the nearest 
rhizome, the underground, chthonic, iterated offshoot of where I have ventured and what has 
grown organically but unseen, as Joris notes it,v of my poetic landscape. In fact it would be fair 
to say that the work in this collection overlays oases upon oases, resting place on resting place, 
albeit with a contemporaneous editor’s hand. 
 That this overlay is possible might not perplex Freud who, in Civilization and Its 
Discontents, maintained that such overlays are deeply buried, and, in deference to his critics, 
acquiesced to the idea that no two physical structures can fill the same space at the same time, 
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but that they can do so in the mind (Freud 20). vi  In poetry, certainly, it is possible with words 
and further possible to express that overlay in textual or graphic form. If we admit to this process 
a hyper-textual ‘wreader,’ then overlay is possible in additional ways. A poem created, read, 
reread, revised or reordered, then wread, elegantly layers history on history.   
 Thus, at this pause in poetic migration, I will pull archeologically on some shoots and see 
what iteratively and rhizomatically is unearthed. 
 I am, I would say with an exhale, not only a sometime Romantic, but, worse yet, a Romantic 
of the German school, only just past Sturm und Drang.vii  I see the world through the lens A. W. 
Schlegel describes when he defines Romanticism as “…the expression of incompleteness or 
imperfection, an embodiment of the struggle to realize the infinite - in contrast to the formally 
perfect finite nature of classical art…[Romanticism is] endowing the commonplace with a lofty 
significance, the ordinary with a mysterious aspect, the familiar with the merit of the unfamiliar, 
the finite with the appearance of infinity”(Heath, Boreham and Appignanesi 68).viii  Yet I have 
no wish, nor opportunity for that matter, to die young or fight with rebel Greeks, and I resist in 
principle and in fact any trance state that is not organic, meditative and antonymous, Pleasure 
Domes aside. Nonetheless, and despite no fondness for the pastoral excess and limited focus of 
the Lake Poets, I would claim some sense of both beauty and sublime terror. Given an arc of 
time, I would have happily joined Shelley and the reluctantly Romantic Byron at Lake Geneva, 
listened to Polidoro wax sanguine, and help Mary birth her monstrous, political, tragic, patch-
worked everyman. 
 At this poasis, however, I would next speak of swallowing places, ruminating them and 
offering them up more than impressionistically; less than expressionistically. (Thank goodness. I 
could not bear any more dark, Teutonic energy.) On more than one occasion I have entered a 
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room (the synagogue in Cordoba), a medieval chapel (reconstructed in a museum in Worcester, 
Massachusetts), a landscape (Onota Lake, Pittsfield, Massachusetts) and felt, respectively, a 
woman peering through a screen, a confessor, a young couple under a tree. I know this is a 
ridiculous claim, but in each case, and in others, some artifact has appeared to validate the 
perception. I have not written about these three occurrences— they are too ongoing; but others 
appear throughout the collection. I don’t know what to call this phenomenon— inhabitation, 
perhaps? I cannot cite its veracity. I make no claim to time-travel, or spirits, or parallel universes. 
I do not see dead people. I just sense that they have been there, and I find a form for what was 
felt and seen. Accordingly, I write in their language even if I do not speak it— translation in 
small doses, and feel secure knowing that Joris also contends that poetry should and will 
“…cross languages, not just translate, but write in any and all of them” (Joris, A Nomad Poetics: 
Essays 38).  
 Perhaps this language play takes me over a line. Respecting language difference is only part 
of the poetic equation. Rich, indeed, but only a part.ix The issue of assimilation versus 
appropriation is of much concern to me; in my background there is ample minority experience 
that allows me to understand the repression appropriation might represent. On the other hand, I 
believe that absorbing language --- trying to communicate in the native tongue--- and finding 
commonality of heart are of utmost importance politically and poetically. Usurping and 
cheapening an identity is not honoring it, and I have no truck with the James Macphersonsx of 
the modern world, yet I must submit that, just as trying to speak and hear a language is 
respectful, so too is its potential inclusion in works of art.  
 I could argue that my absorption of place is architectural ekphrasis with a Golden Dawn 
overtone, and surely I have studied Yeats and Maude Gonne’s cryptic spirituality, but I make no 
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suggestion that in my work there is even an attempt at reincarnation, except perhaps of a 
momentary, metonymous kind.  
 Yet, in the same way I see and filter places, I do also, as could any ekphrastic poet, filter 
paintings, or sculpture, or plays, or iktibas,xi or archetypes. This filtering creates some distance, I 
know, between me and my work, and I endeavor to lessen it, to move to a more personal stance. 
In defense I would plead the novelists claim that even fiction can tell the truth. All poetry is non-
fictional and, lest you confuse author with speaker in every case, that filtered distance becomes a 
dual liberation, mine and my imagination’s. Poems like “Silver Skin,” “Mount Moriah” and 
“Awake,” are at first glance more personal than the ekphrasis of, say, “Mary Magdalene” or 
“Tempestuous Will,” although, should you care to run some biographical criticism, doing so 
might prove illuminating as to their closeness and the personal allusions they engender. Suffice 
to say that books, for me, will always contain magic. The issue, then, of my individual conceits 
overlaying the highly personal is one that concerns me, one over which I remain watchful and 
alert to opportunities for moving the focus in. 
  The Romantic and the inhabited, then, comprise the basis of my imagery and figurative 
language. Next I would speak of form, and, to begin, assert that it is visual space that first 
creatively occupies my design mind, long before I come to sign relationships My desire for the 
dimensional life of my poems reminds me that positive and negative space are tensioned 
opposites. They further create tugging Constellationsxii — polarized potentials of experience and 
emotion that, like Calder’s Constelacion reveal the latency of emptiness waiting to be triggered 
by a word, a language glyph, a nuance that opposes visually, graphically, intellectually, 
phonetically, ambiguously, syntactically. In “20\20” and its sequel, I explore this phenomenon 
within narrative; in “five embodiments,” I explore the page with an appreciation of Mallarmé’s 
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statement that “ The difference in printed characters between the preponderant, secondary, and 
adjacent motifs, dictates their importance for oral expression; the disposition of characters [about 
the page] indicates…their intonation” (in Rothenberg et al. 52-3). Such constructions are also 
visual, as his “A Throw of the Dice,” reprinted in the Rothenberg text (55-75) demonstrates 
across multiple pages and gutters. I would like the “five embodiments” and their like to whirl, to 
describe shape, to heighten sound, to have as many hands as Shiva, all whirling.  
 Such structure, I believe, is an unmentioned part of Derrida’s ‘trace’ and Différance, as well, 
but Derrida’s ‘trace’ is undirected.   Such structure, I believe, is an unmentioned part of 
Derrida’s ‘trace’ and Différance, as well, but Derrida’s ‘trace’ is undirected; that is, a trace has 
multiple possibilities and I would like to ask the reader to consider a particular one as a first 
context. Thereafter, of course, I have no control.  So the trace of ‘word’ might be ‘wordless’ or 
‘sword’, and I might choose to direct the reader to wor(l)d. At the risk of being assertively 
authorial, and I do assert my right to try to pin down and use its dynamic.  I am fascinated by 
pushing the acrostic, parenthetical, parallel possibilities of words embedded within other words, 
of multiple signs within singular ones. To disturb the linear, denotative path with questions as to 
how to language it? read it? how to weight it? how to resolve it? is both deconstructive and 
political (with few exceptions as political as I get). “Green Ruach” pushes this letter-play the 
furthest, I think, with its empty parenthetical spaces, its linguistic mawaqif, but I am willing to 
twist the tail of a syllable in any line where form or meaning gain benefit and do not distort 
explication unless I value doing so. There are greater significances of this empty space as well, 
and I will engage them at the conclusion of this introduction. 
 No poems in this collection employ end-rhyme, but for a drumbeat couplet here or there. 
I would make a case for visual rhyme, especially of space and line, or for assonance and 
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consonance and (sometimes broadly separated) alliteration, but I confess that strictly musical 
sound quality is not foremost in my mind. While I acknowledge readily that “Even in later 
literary cultures meter has always insisted on the primacy of the physical sound of 
language”(Gioia 33), I do not hear the world that way. I appreciate Jazz, for example, but don’t 
crave it, and I cannot tolerate opera without virtuoso singing or some form of discernible 
narrative. I am fond of classical music and fonder still of sounds with potent reverberation, 
largely for their meditative effect, but it is the rhythm of the world and the rhythm of language 
with which I am most engaged. The primal sounds, seed sounds, breath sounds in combination 
are what I most hear and try to capture on the page.  With great respect for “adventure in a poetry 
driven first by sound,” as Hank Lazer at AWP 2006 suggested, my poetic is one of water-falling 
words, caesura and hesitation, flow and desist, play. Within that sense of tactile sound, I think I 
employ assonance in particular, consonance in support, but both more as rhythmic propellants 
than music. I must stand with Mallarmé and believe, despite the lapse in time from 1896 to 
today,  “…the truly remarkable fact is this: for the first time in the literary history of any nation, 
along with the general and traditional great organ of orthodox verse which finds its ecstasy on an 
ever-ready keyboard, any poet with an individual technique and ear can build his own 
instrument, long as his fluting, bowing, or drumming are accomplished-play that instrument and 
dedicate it, along with others, to Language” (“Crisis in Poetry” in Kwasny 154). 
 Over this attention to shape and rhythm, there is often narrative, or the implied narrative of 
anecdote gone to lyric in response to the world. 
 Subsequently, with this acknowledgement of the world, with this published collection, the 
issue arises of contrasting intent with result. Poetry requires reader, listener, or both, and intent is 
not transmission. While my writing comes as an outward expression of an inner drive, I am also 
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concerned that those who might read the work make some sense of it. A student of mine is 
famous for his vocalized frustration, “I hate poetry because it makes me think!” Not quite as 
eloquent as Pound’s over-cited dictum that beauty is difficult perhaps, but certainly unadorned 
by pretension. In the matrix of intuition + craft = result there is the also the element of audience. 
On the continuum of poetry as an outwardly expressive art, there is publication, reception and 
reaction. While I have no difficulty believing that poetry has meaning beyond the intellectual, or 
that the defiance of expectation can be both politically and aesthetically complex and desirable, I 
do also believe that too great an individual conceit, whether of form or idea, limits a poem’s 
existence by limiting its audience.  
 In regard to audience, I ask myself what cultural awareness my work demands, and I 
would like to answer both ‘not any’ because the work stands on its self-contained vibrations as 
art and, at the same time, answer ‘much’ because an audience’s understanding of allusion 
coupled with a poetic construction that possesses clarity enhances the audience’s ability to 
perceive the truth as I felt it. Yes, I accept the inevitability of wreader; in fact, I enjoy the notion 
and find its implications a challenge. As Charles Olsen contends, “A poem is energy transferred 
from where the poet got it (he will have some several causations), by way of the poem itself to, 
all the way over to, the reader. Okay. Then the poem itself must, at all points, be a high energy-
construct and, at all points, an energydischarge” (Olsen “Projective Verse, 1950” in Kwasny 
345). Being free to find a formxiii (that doesn’t restrict such energydischarge while giving the 
energy an order that allows conveyance is humanizing if not humbling.  Moreover, the number 
of unsung poets would dissuade even the most egotistical writer from expecting vast readership, 
especially if it requires a metapoem that includes 
that [writing poetry]encourages the writing of more poetry,  
more guppies crowding the fish tank,  
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more baby rabbits hopping out of their  
mothers into the dewy grass.(Collins 83) 
 
 Nor do I think such presentational clarity of form or allusion comes as a result of 
adherence to a particular ‘school’ or mode. First, if poetry is nomadic, as Joris asserts, than that 
which is named as a ‘movement’ is already being observed in a calcified state, or it could not be 
so codified. Second, even if the viability of such critical modes could be argued, there is ample 
disagreement as to what the ‘desirable’ mode should be. Moreover, every poem has its own 
existence. In Exquisite Corpse, Susan Schultz, discussing Hart Crane describes how…   
More than any of the other moderns, Hart Crane self-consciously created poetry as 
MEDIUM and wanted language to spring us to somewhere beyond language. This 
unmediated medium remained, however problematically, "natural"; the poem was an 
organism that grew on its own; it was the poet's truly born child. ("Postmodern Promos") 
…and it is my intent to let the poem have some strong life of its own. 
 Yet, my own love of poetry stems from its ability to stir those who experience it, and I would 
hope to have enough craft to allow my introspection to evolve to audience readability. This is a 
further political statement as much as an artistic one. In a splintered and fragmented world where 
each of us is isolated by` ipod, personal programming and narrow market segment, I believe we 
should communicate with each other, not avert our eyes or our words. My poetry is love and 
outrage, self-examination and exo-examination. As artist, I am satisfied when what I feel 
congeals on paper. As one who walks streets and looks at faces, reads the paper, sees needless 
death and exploitation, wants to shout joy or elevate to discourse the common regularity of a 
flowing life; as one who has spent a lifetime teaching and still has teaching to do, part of me is 
not satisfied with inward-only solidarity. What keeps this desire to speak outwardly from ego-
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inflation is an understanding that I work not in heroic epic, but in the exploration of small 
commonalities.  Finally, what tames my expectation is an understanding of the ‘intentional 
fallacy,’ the belief that, despite the poet’s intent, the poem, like a well-raised child, has its own 
existence. Once I let it go, it is no longer just mine. In sum, I do not demand you read my work, 
but I do intend, that if you read it, something of it transmits, however imperfectly, and that you 
are moved. 
 Clarity then opposes difficulty. Dostoyevsky in the Grand Inquisitor portion of The Brothers 
Karamazov suggests that opposites set the parameters of that which they oppose; thus there is, 
for example, no freedom without repression. Similarly, to ensure the utmost creative freedom in 
an artistic work, parameters of perspective exist against which a work’s clarities may be 
considered.  
 The first of these clarities is situational; that is, is the fashionxiv of the work transparent or 
oppositional? As any Nomad poet knows by thoughtful avoidance, schools of criticism assert 
their permanence and seek to measure value in their own terms. A transparent work is one 
wherein form or authority adds to the audience experience by having impact (or, at the least, not 
detracting from impact) without creating dissonance. An oppositional poem creates such 
dissonance as part of its statement, sometimes carrying greater import of meaning in its 
opposition than in its intellectual content. A poet who understands this dichotomy can, at the 
least, better understand the role audience will play in the transmission of the work, and can 
anticipate whatever criticism of clarity is of concern.  
 However, and it’s a big however, this concern needs to be mediated against the reality of 
aesthetic movements, poetic and otherwise. From Edmund Burke’s 1756 subjective paradigm 
shift in On the Sublime and Beautiful to Kant’s 1790 Critique of Judgment, the objective and 
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subjective have been fair game for redefinition. Given such a base-level permissibility, that is, 
the reversal of the classical definitions of the objective and subjective, postmodernity seems no 
great revelation, but, rather, a nexus of pre- and post-Burkian definition, whereby the terms 
subjective/ objective simultaneously represent themselves and their opposites.xv Burke’s 
assertion that clarity is not a necessary component of great art because great art seeks the 
indefinably infinite, and the corollary that the observer must bring something to the experience.. 
In matters of such aesthetics, as in matters of politics and ethics, the observable relativistic 
conclusion is that everyone is correct and, therefore, everyone is incorrect.   
 This battle, at least in terms of poetics, may best be depicted through a xenophobic look at 
the state of American poetry circa 1998.xvi In David Lehman’s Best American Poetry series, 
various guest editors have been given the license to determine criteria for the year they 
adjudicate. Most have established criteria that are similar in their sensibility, seeking what Yusef 
Komunyakaa notes, after expressing what I read as frustration regarding the possibility of a new 
class system through “language and aesthetics,” his search for “poems that touched me through 
content and aesthetics”(Lehman and Wilbur 11). But it is Adrienne Rich’s 1996 rationale and 
selections, as well as the subsequent reaction to them which are of greatest note to understanding 
the conflicting poetics of the 90’s.  
 Rich contends that : 
I was looking for poems with a core (as in corazón). The core of a poem isn't something 
you extract from the poem's body and examine elsewhere; its living energies are manifest 
throughout, in rhythm, in language, in the arrangement of lines on the page and how this 
scoring translates into sound. A great many poems rang hollow and monotonous to me; at 
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best they seemed ingenious literary devices, at worst, "publish or perish" items for a vita 
or an MFA dissertation-academic commodities…. 
  Apartheid of the imagination, like other enforced social separations, becomes a 
blockage in the throat of poetry. It is an artistic problem, a fault line in the tradition, it 
derives from a devastating social reality, and it cannot be addressed as an artistic problem 
only…. 
Maturity in poetry, as in ordinary life, surely means taking our places in history, in 
accountability, in a web of responsibilities met or failed, of received and changing forms, 
arguments with community or tradition, a long dialogue between art and justice. It means 
finding our rightful, necessary voices in a greater conversation, its tones, gestures, rifts 
and rifts. These poems, different from each other in so many ways, ride on stubborn 
belief in continuity and beauty, in poetry's incalculable power to help us go on. (Rich 17-
21  
 Yet Harold Bloom, asked to edit the collection of collections, the 1988-98 Anthology 
(Bloom), chooses work from all issues of the decade except Rich’s, and this omission forms the 
basis of his introduction. Bloom’s diatribe against ‘inclusion’ is scathing and particularly aimed 
at the 1996 edition, and he argues for a canonical approach as well as the preservation of his 
deified sense of craft and form.  
When I was a young teacher of poetry at Yale, the English Romantic poets were 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, and Keats, as well as Blake and Shelley, whose place in 
the canon I helped restore. On hundreds of campuses now, these poets have to share 
attention with the "women Romantic poets": Felicia Hemans, Laetitia Landon, Charlotte 
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Smith, and Mary Tighe, among some others. These were, to understate, justly neglected 
verse writers, though superior to many in The Best American Poetry 1996. (18) 
Printing, praising, and teaching bad poems for the sake of even the best causes is simply 
destructive for those causes. "We believe in ourselves, as we do not believe in others" is a 
truth that makes us wince, but no one ever can write a good poem without it…. Every 
attempt to socialize writing and reading fails; poetry is a solitary art, more now than ever, 
and its proper audience is the deeply educated, solitary reader, or that reader sitting 
within herself in a theater. (4) 
 It is hard to argue with Bloom; he has the weight of 250 post-enlightenment years of reason 
lightly tinged by modernism, and he makes sense when he describes the merits of the poets he 
praises. Further, he justifiably argues against selecting work of lesser quality. While I am rarely a 
fan of any inclusion for its own sake and find myself agreeing with his commentary on certain 
poets, I also note and reject that he is also essentially arguing for a permanence of his critical 
system, and that is an unrealistic assertion. 
 Lehman certainly understood the battle he was opening. In his “Forward” to the 1996 
Anthology he allows that: 
The Best American Poetry cannot settle all the quarrels in the poetry world. Nor is that its 
aim. In fact, it is possible that a given volume in this series might hang question marks 
over all three terms in the title: best (which "privileges an elite"), American (when 
"English-speaking North American" would be more nearly correct), and poetry (what is 
poetry?). The Best American Poetry 1996 thus enters a contested site. But it does so with 
an olive branch in its mouth, like the dove announcing the end of the deluge to Noah. 
Representing women and gays and Latinos and poets outside the mainstream more amply 
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than any previous book in the series, this is a bid not to discard canons but to add to them, 
to enlarge our poetic community, and to honor the many forms and motions of American 
poetry in our time.(13) 
 There is cant to this “Forward,” to be sure, but there is also the fact that the edition was 
released under his and the series’ imprimatur. Sequentially, though, it is Bloom who has the last 
word, writing two years later: 
I marvel at the courage and desperate faith of our best younger poets, who have to 
withstand the indifference or hostility not just of society in general, but also of the 
supposed defenders of poetry, who now will advocate it only as an instrument of social 
change…. 
I write this introduction out of the conviction that a literary critic has no political 
responsibilities, as a critic. My obligation is only to help (if that I can) make it possible 
for another Elizabeth Bishop or May Swenson or James Merrill to develop without being 
impeded by ideological demands. I am more than aware that the Resenters speak 
constantly of "the ideology of the aesthetic" and of "the Romantic ideology," but that is 
simply a playing with loaded dice. The only pragmatic aesthetic I know is that some 
poems intrinsically are better than others, while Romanticism, as I apprehend it, is a 
discipline in sensibility and in perception. (24)  
 Romantic that I might be, I would nevertheless again assert that any system we (or 
Bloom) can argue for as model is already dead. To reiterate in a different model, systems go 
through three phases. They spring up spontaneously, and we live them without naming. Then 
they coalesce, and we try dynamically to capture and understand them. Finally, they die and, 
absent energy and change, can be codified by a form of critical autopsy. Certainly Bloom’s scope 
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ranges over several ‘periods’ and a substantial time span. Regardless, the assertions he makes 
pertaining to the necessary absence of sociology or politics in the consideration of poetry justify 
our questioning and acting against a canonical approach to the past. In short, his system lacks 
dynamism, and dynamism is the inherent criteria of both the first and second stages of a system’s 
viability.  
Ideally we are always nomads, recognizing that we are just going someplace else and so 
valuing the HERE for what it is---temporary and singular. Some other NOW will reflect the 
same intransigence. Thus, nothing is permanent; thus, no deification of modes is possible. In 
nomad state we can only be absorbed momentarily and in general remain anti-absorptive. I think 
that’s what a nomad does—gypsies, Bedouins, victims of diaspora avoid absorption into a 
culture that would stall them. Yes, there is danger of being absorbed into a nomad life, but that is 
being absorbed into impermanence, perhaps as close to detachment as is possible---to be attached 
to detachment. 
That argument aside, and with respect for the dedication of those who argue on both sides, 
with compassion for the victims whose work— full of content and aesthetic— has been 
underrepresented, my response to writing within an ‘acceptable’ mode is pragmatic. While my 
poems include an observable ethos, the form of them is derived artistically. I will write as I can, 
match output with venue using a skeptical awareness of the ‘market paradigm’, account for how 
I write at an oasis (such as this one), and then move on. John Hollander, writing in the 1998 Best 
American Poetry Anthology (Hollander and Lehman) highlights an experience different from 
Bloom’s and, in so doing, gives permission to (my) ongoing exploration within a greater ethos. 
Having committed myself to explore an expanding realm of published verse…I was 
absorbed by what I saw: the kinds of variety (scalar, generic, modal, rhetorical, formal), 
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kinds of accomplishment, and kinds of concern I encountered were quite impressive. 
What remained invariant was their true poetic character. (15) 
True poetry has always striven for, and has come in the last twenty years to perfect, a 
nobility of expression that is of vital importance for our democratic esthetic, moral and 
political culture…. Poetry is a realm in which elegance supplies, rather than vitiates, 
power of the best kind— power to make and change rather than…power over people. 
(16) 
…given all the propaganda about form one encounters, it was especially pleasurable to 
note the wide variety of shapes in which both younger and older poets frame their poetic 
language without any regard for fashion or political special pleading. (21)  
In the spirit then of a continuing and non-restrictive attempt to reach such poetic character, I 
offer this collection of poems noting that in herein, this collection (any collection) should adhere 
to what Bill Lavender, speaking of experimental poetry in the South, but well applicable to all 
collections of active work, suggests in his Editor’s Introduction to Another South:  
[In]This anthology ….It has not been my goal to define a new genre, style, or movement, 
and I make no claim for any sort of dominance by any of the styles and genres included. I 
only want to claim that the work represented here is happening,….(B. Lavender xi) 
 word blind, then, is presented without particular allusion to any given style but with 
permission to accumulate, as Freud suggests, as Jung acknowledges and as students should.xvii  It 
is, simply, a work of poetry from a poet in progress, and if therein I find some balance between 
that debate of objective/subjective dissonance, it is, as Poet Jane Hirshfield determines  “because 
[poetry] thinks by music and image, by story and passion and voice, [it] can do what other forms 
of thinking cannot: approximate the actual flavor of life, in which subjective and objective 
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become one, in which conceptual mind and the inexpressible presence of things become 
one”(Hirshfield 42). 
 Beyond the canonical, I happily acknowledge other truths to which I try to hold and reflect in 
my work. There is Neruda’s sense that first… 
Poetry is rebellion. The poet is not offended if he is called subversive. Life is more 
important than societal structures, and there are new regulations for the soul.(Neruda, 
Neruda and Otero Silva) 
 Lest this quotation be an outright call for the dissolution of form and school and, 
therefore, in opposition to the arguments against alignment with school as I’ve earlier argued, 
Neruda overleaps any one canon when he elsewhere asserts… 
I say that the enemies of poetry are not to be found among its practitioners or patrons but 
in a lack of harmony within the poet. Thus it follows that no poet has a more fundamental 
enemy than his own inability to communicate with the most ignorant and exploited of his 
contemporaries…(386) 
…a statement I take as an admonition to see the world with compassion first, and through poetry 
second. 
I believe that poetry is a solemn and transient act to which solitude and unity, emotion 
and action, one's private world, man's private world, and the secret revelations of nature 
contribute in equal measure. (385) 
 Within this message, I append Lorca’s spirited belief that  
…[we] must repel the angel, and kick out the muse, and lose our fear of …the great 
telescope in whose lenses sleep the confining, ailing muse. 
The real struggle is with the duende.  
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One knows how to seek God, whether it be by the rough ways of the hermit or by the 
subtlety of the mystic…. 
The appearance of the duende always presupposes a radical change of forms based on 
old structures. It gives a sensation of freshness wholly unknown, having the quality of a 
newly created rose, of muscle, and produces in the end an almost religious enthusiasm. 
((from “Theory and Function of the Duende 1933” in Kwasny 199 -201) 
 Situational clarity is for me a matter of awareness and integrity. Aware of the tools of poetry, 
I can play within them, invent or reinvent, make over, revitalize. Aware of critical modes greater 
than myself, I can conform, expand, exceed or ignore. Integrity tests those choices against what I 
hold true, what these cited poets have so elegantly expressed. Still, one additional caution 
remains, and it comes from James Longenbach of The University of Rochester. 
A poem can't help but to be meaningful; it may speak as easily to one person as to a 
thousand. But especially when it has something urgent to say, a poem's power inheres 
less in its conclusions than in its propensity to resist them, demonstrating their 
inadequacy while moving inevitably toward them. At the same time, however, a poetry 
content with limitation would be merely as alluring as a poetry content with 
grandeur.(Longenbach) 
 The second clarity with which I will deal, the one that best nullifies inflation that seeks 
grandeur, is the clarity of language construction itself. The concept of language implies a 
contract between the parties in dialogue. Poets stretch the contract to its utmost, expose the 
loopholes, the nuances, the imperfections. Poets eye with pleasure (well, all but New Formalist 
poets, perhaps) the construction: WASHING MACHINES CAN BE DANGEROUS for its 
expansive ambiguity, its permissive indefiniteness, just as Yeats loved the intermediary line that 
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could read separately in both directions.xviii Poetry is spielxix, play beyond linear denotation. The 
language of poetry is disorder, not order. And yet…. 
 
 And yet I find myself drawn to poetry as art not only as experiment, and so drawn to a 
poetic that implies control over medium and craft. The corollary to that control is the 
acknowledgement that form affects audience, that catharsis and mimesis require that the 
audience gets the tragic joke. I adhere firmly to the notion that poetry comes from a place other 
than logic and intellect. I write often in hypnogogic or hypnopompic states. I write best when the 
foreground of my mind is otherwise occupied—say at an unendurable meeting (don’t tell)— but 
I also know that such inspiration, and even whatever poetic/ visual art it is that shifts words 
structurally on the page, are only a part of my process. “Chance,” Hirshfield writes, “is 
fundamental to the workings of the creative mind. But syntax and form are also worldview; a 
poem's diction and its linguistic surface are inseparably fused. If they are [not] the poem's 
possible discoveries will be squandered, falling into either the mannered or incoherence”(45). 
 To achieve clarity of form, I edit (with apologies to Jack Spicer) for concision, for words that 
have weight, for syntax (or parataxis) that serves to follow function unless absence of function is 
the better goal. To that end, it is the work of Mary Karr that has best organized a useful critical 
clarity I can apply, not as rule or even guide, but as tensioned consciousness, a balance between 
creator’s freedom and audience’s investment. Her article “Against Decoration” (in Karr, Viper 
Rum) describes her admonitions. Given that Karr herein first responds in once time-relevant 
ways to New Formalist contentions, let me specify that the ‘tests’ by which she measures 
successful poetry seem to be safely beyond the limits of direct response to that school. In any 
case, I choose to utilize them that way, no doubt because I am not fond of the New Formalist 
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tenets anywayxx, opposing the movement because of the prescriptive, self-evident and simplistic 
smugness of using descriptive grammar as prescriptive handshake.  Karr’s arguments go beyond 
my own narrowness, I think.  
 When Karr remarks that “the poet has learned to count on the critic to clarify any message, 
no matter how deeply buried,” xxi I must agree to her description of the distance post-structuralist 
writing can create.  Her tests of clarity are fair for me to apply because they allow transmission 
and reveal a closeness of poet to subject and, thus, are also a remedy for what I acknowledge as 
my own artistic struggle, that of aesthetic distance. (Even the term is distancing.)  It concerns me 
that I find metaphor, symbol and metonomy to be my way of approaching difficult subject 
matter. “Silver Skin,” for example, distances me from the pain of the summer I describe, by 
inflating one iron lung to a world of metal. Yet I am equally concerned that “Mount Moriah Road” 
is too confessional, too direct, too obvious and, frankly, too whining.  The proof of my middle 
ground herein is in the ‘20/20” work because there, where both subject and event remain 
abstract, I have no dilemma. I’m not even sure if those poems are about me or not.  
 Karr’s guides require that the poem’s lens be filled with the subject, that the background be 
in focus, that the tone of the print be deliberated, though not necessarily deliberate. Even a 
nomad takes pictures as he travels, albeit to use in the ‘now’ of writing. Karr extends her 
rationale beyond the extent of my own: “It's ironic,” she says,”… that theories invented to 
collapse distinctions between form and content now provide writers with permission to ignore 
the referents of words, thereby elevating form to a communicative end in itself”(70).  I hold that 
form is, in fact, a viable, illuminating communicator and depart from Karr’s assertion that it is 
not, but I further believe the permissiveness she describes often leads to form without any depth 
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of meaning and, except for the most blatant of linguistic protests, depth is a fair trade for both the 
poets and the wreader’s time.   
 Of the tests she offers, these are to me the most resonant: 
1. Absence of emotion. What should I as a reader feel?...  
2. Lack of clarity.  
The forms of obscurity in decorative poetry are many and insidious…Lack of clarity 
actually alienates a reader and prevents any emotional engagement with the poem. (52)xxii 
All too many contemporary poems, particularly those in the burgeoning neo-formalist 
canon, shy away from passion…. When poets pretend to more earnest topics, the formal 
elements-mere surface, the pattern in the lace, if you will-replace emotional, rhetorical, 
and sensory clarity. The forms of obscurity are many and insidious. I set forth the 
following list…: 
1. Obscurity of character. Who is speaking to whom and why? What relation do 
the characters in the poem hold to each other? How should the reader perceive 
them? (58) 
2. Foggy physical world. Where are we, and why does the poem occur here rather 
than elsewhere? Often physical reality remains so out of focus, with shifts in 
locale merely used for shifts in tone, that it's likely that the reader will be baffled.  
3. Overuse of meaningless references. Many contemporary poets insert 
perplexingly obscure literary, historical, and artistic allusions, seemingly to 
impress us with their cleverness and sophistication. 
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4. Metaphors that obscure rather than illuminate. …many poets fling their 
metaphors (including similes, synecdoches, etc.) about like so many rhinestones, 
simply to change tone and, therefore, to muddle key facts. 
5. Linguistic excess for no good reason. Polysyllables, archaic language, intricate 
syntax, yards of adjectives-these linguistic ornaments will slow a reader. (59) 
 
 I would further expand on what Karr acknowledges with her recognition of form: all 
language, and therefore poetry, I believe, is a form of rhetoric. Even mantra, less language, more 
music, by opposition to and the elimination of logical linguistic enterprise argues that rhetoric 
exists, while simultaneously arguing against the Aristotelian logic that confines it. While it is 
entirely possible to write poetry absent intent to conscious form and then place it in the scheme 
of the world, it is far less possible to discuss a poem as existing in a vacuum, and I have tried to 
describe what fills the space in which I write.  But my poetic, finally, resides in a greater poetic, 
and I will close with it briefly stated.  
 Hirshfield, her work firmly and openly grounded in a Zen life, puts rhetoric and poetic into 
an holistic synergy I find wholly rewarding as dual practice.  
To be aware of a poem's effects-aware of the expectations raised by each new word and 
aware of how the poem satisfies and changes those expectations throughout its course-
does not require naming every moment's strategic gesture. It requires only our alert 
responsiveness, our presence to each shift in the currents of language with an answering 
shift in our own being…. 
In the concentration of poetry, rhetoric not only reflects intention but shapes it: the 
clarity of the writer and the clarities of syntax, word choice, and grammar are not one-
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directional, but two. Making a poem is neither a wholly conscious activity nor an act of 
unconscious transcription-it is a way for new thinking and feeling to come into existence, 
a way in which disparate modes of meaning and being may join. This is why the process 
of revising a poem is no arbitrary tinkering, but a continued honing of the self at the 
deepest level (16) 
 
  This honing the self, of course, suggests additional attention. The choice of poetry, of being 
a poet, engenders a basic philosophical question even more elusive than determining how poetry 
is made: Why write poetry? Joris, nomadically wandering through poems, theory, translation and 
discourse circles an ineffable (p)oasis in which resting place the answer is vaguely, but 
frequently revealed. Because we die and not just once, but again and again, passing, Bedouin-
like through changes of state, personae, politics, language, structure, style, not to possess each 
change but to exchange it for the next breathturn, the signal that we are, in the ultimate via 
negative, not yet dead. And yet in the mawqif of each pause, in each space between breaths, we 
are, just for an instant, dead and in the hand of whatever greater force— and mystical vision does 
not demand the identity be specified— rescues us from oblivion. 
Adrienne Rich, in the midst of her politically inclined 1996 introduction takes time to say “I 
believe that poems are made of words and the breathing between them: that is the medium” (21). 
Maurice Blanchot, according to Ann Smock, his editor and translator, concludes “The work [of 
poetry] requires death, the source, to be in the work; it demands that in it the ending, which 
initiates all beginnings, swell up as the essence of all swelling, all unfurling and flowering. It 
wants disappearance to come forth. It asks in other words that Being, which by receding opens 
the space in which beings appear, come into this clearing” (Blanchot 7).  
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This pause, this space, this intersection of language and that which is greater than language, 
is a place of frightening emptiness, of the awesome sublime, to be sure.  Where the mystic 
might only stay, the poet must, for a moment, seek without leaving. Blanchot, referencing 
Mallarmé, describes the place and action thusly: 
 "By digging into verse," the poet enters that time of distress which is caused by the gods' 
absence. Mallarmé's phrase is startling. Whoever goes deeply into poetry escapes from 
being as certitude, meets with the absence of the gods, lives in the intimacy of this 
absence, becomes responsible for it, assumes its risk, and endures its favor.(38) 
But Blanchot continues “Language has within itself the moment that hides it”(40), and this 
duality, this essential duality which Blanchot further clarifies when he considers poem as art and 
experience— “That the work must be the unique clarity of that which grows dim and through 
which everything is extinguished— that it can exist only where the ultimate affirmation is 
verified by the ultimate negation” (46), is the essential paradigm of the mystic pause wherein the 
halted seeker, poet or otherwise, meets the infinite source.  
Dennis Barone offers this view of how poetry and experience conjoin:  
Poetry does not take Itself to be prior to or about experience, but is an experience. The 
reader collaborates with poetry because its language is experience engendering. Poetry 
is not the place for expression of common or authentic voice. It is the embodiment of 
the mind discovering anew the body that is only by thinking. Poetry redefines 
boundaries between poetry-prose-theory, yet does not exemplify an a priori theoretical 
concept. The poem is primary. 
   Poetry, as of this date, is yet unfinished, remains infinite; not frozen. (Barone
et al. intro)  
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     The Sufis meet God in the pause between, the Jews find the blima, the Christian child asks to 
be kept in Lord’s hand in that resting place, the I Ching says there is no permanence, that stasis is 
corrupt and fraught for destruction, and that the sine wave is the pattern of aware life. 
Cardiologists concur. In the world of science there is no archetype more basic than the heart 
monitor’s tachy rise and fall. Buddhists know that only the now is real, and that the now is 
impermanent. Tantrics speak of twilight language in a place where divine reversal expands the 
possible.  And quantum physics, amusingly poetical, explains moments of ‘nothing’ as black 
holes so dense they cannot be penetrated. Form, the Buddhists maintain, is nothingness. 
     It is not that Joris in his wandering articulates any of these philosophies, although his 
reference to al-Niffarī and his support for anarchic language slide close to both Sufi and 
Kabbalistic tenets; it is that he recognizes the inherent pause as the place where we die from state 
to state. While he is busy constructing from DeLeuze a war machine of poetic politics, or 
describing the  substructure of unseen iteration and connection by adapting the rhizome to this 
perfect task, he is also handing us the pharmakon of no simple dualities, a Derridean act of 
irrational rationality. We will change, but we will not know or even see how and the next state 
will not spring either-or from the previous, despite the moans of Plato, Descarte, Saussure, 
Husserl and numerous professors, writers and editors who would choose to predict it by death or 
birth. 
     Here in the pause is the ultimately defeated duality. Abraham Abulafia’s ‘white fire -black 
fire,’ the letters emblazoned. But this coherence is more than letters. al-Niffarī says in Mawqif 
67, “ As for the Gnostic [a spiritual knower as he uses the term], his limit emerges from the letter 
and he is in his limit, though letters be his covering”(112).xxiii 
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 Uncovered, we are either alive or dead. And yet, in the pause we are both and neither. In the 
poem we are both present and absent. In the mawqif we are changed. At the poasis we rest 
between states. Joris’ vision of poetics is a mystical one, centering on the potent latency of the 
moment that will be filled with what is not yet there because it is created, in part, by our arrival. 
My poetic too coheres to this construct. This means that in places, my work will be in a code I 
might not yet understand, for that is the mystical function---either to explicate the unseen but, to 
the mystic, known, or to suggest a horizon over which one has not yet peered, a landscape seen 
at a distance and not yet explored. Herin too lies a weakness I recognize: Where John Ashbery 
can be intentionally anti-absorptive and insist the Wreader engage or withdraw, I cannot and can 
only present the mystical event, believing that if it is worthwhile, it will be numinous enough to 
initially absorb, beyond which, my wreader can engage as she or he wishes. Were it me, and 
what I teach in my classes, is to allow the absorption and then question it, to be assimilated and 
then withdraw, to have the experience and then step outside it. 
  That secular poetry can be mystical is, perhaps, not so much of an argument as might be 
imagined. Lazer, in discussing matters of “Spirit” contends “By virtue of man’s peculiarly 
intimate relationship to language---and particularly in languages ineluctable otherness---man is 
drawn into a relationship as well with the divine”(Lazer "Returns: Innovative Poetry and 
Questions of "Spirit"" 147).  Jake  Berry, whom Lazer cites, and whose work appears in Another 
South says in the anthology, “Poetry is largely the art of possession, how to collaborate with a 
possessing other. The poem is the work of fluctuating self and other, an equal summons that 
simultaneously invokes and is the manifestation of that invocation" (262). “Language,” as Lazer 
quotes referencing Lacou-Labarthe’s Poetry as Experience, “is the other in man” (in Lazer, 
“Spirit”,147) 
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John Taggart offers further argument for the possibility that the poet and the poem are a 
conjunction for spirit. His premise: “Certainly it serves no purpose to question whether poets 
have actually undergone visionary experience. What can be asked is whether their images 
contain or somehow suggest a vision” (Taggart 16), is amplified by his corollary assertion that  
By visionary I mean a quality associated with the perception of a whole that is 
complex, organized, and dynamic. ...What analysis would sort into separate dead 
categories, the visionary imagination apprehends as a single organic whole, the parts of 
which all fit and which are in motion, not static, but dynamic and living. …Such analysis 
recognizes the nature of myth, which is the product of visionary imagination, as a 
harmonious and active whole. The visionary imagination may not be consciously 
spiritual, but its product-myth, vision-will always be so by its very nature. (15) 
 That nature, poetry, must be carried by language and “[Language] is a barrier on the one 
hand, since language is not the supreme, transformative experience of Enlightenment itself.” says 
Ming-Yu Tseng in his semiotic analysis of mystical writing. “On the other hand, language is a 
gate [ the gate of Zen Master Wu Men] through which the truth can be glimpsed if the barrier can 
be overcome and if the gate is not mistaken for the truth, for the goal” (Tseng 79). 
However, lest this argument be so inflated as to assume that all poetry and all poets touch 
the sacred, though perhaps they do, Bernstein can succinctly remind us “Poems are no more 
sacred than the use to which they are made…” (Bernstein "Poetry and/or the Sacred"). 
Finally, Joris tells us in Poasis, quoting in epigraph Paul Celan whose work he has copiously 
translated:  
"Writing as a form of prayer," we read---deeply moved---in Kafka. 
This, however, does not mean that praying comes first: 
writing does-one cannot do it with hands folded. 
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To which al-Niffarī might respond, as he did in  KITAB AL-MAWAQIF: The Mawqif of 
“Thou is the Meaning of the Whole of Phenomenal Existence (4)\14. “This is my mode of 
expression, and thou art writing : how would it be, if thou wert not writing? (30)xxiv 
At which point, having written, I shall stop and move my attention aside. 
 
The man who experiences these mawaqif is exhausted, 
 but he has a great store of knowledge; whereas he 
who has no mawaqif  takes his rest on the way,  
and is not exhausted  
 (Ibn ‘Arabī commenting on al-Niffarī) 
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NOTES 
                                                 
i Bernstein, in a poem\ essay in Poetics offers this axiom: 
 
Insofar as I make a distinction between 
the absorptive & antiabsorptive, these terms 
should not be understood as mutually exclusive,  
morally coded, or even conceptually separable.  
Absorption & antiabsorption are both present  
in any method of reading or writing, although 
one or the other may be more obtrusive or evasive.  
They connote colorations more than dichotomies. (22) 
 
ii Joris asserts that the nomad condition is a longstanding one, and  
of great import poetically and spiritually.  
 
The days of anything static, form, content, state are over. The past century has shown that anything not 
involved in continuous transformation hardens and dies. All revolutions have done just that: those that tried 
to deal with the state as much as those that tried to deal with the state of poetry. 
 …A nomadic poetics is a war machine, always on the move, always changing, morphing, moving through 
languages, cultures, terrain, times without stopping. Refueling halts are called poases; they last a night or a 
day, the time of a poem, & then move on. The Sufi poets spoke of mawgif-we will come back to this. 
A nomadic poetics needs mindfulness. In & of the drift (derive) there is no at-home-ness here but only an 
ever more displaced drifting. The fallacy would be to think of language as at-homeness while "all else" 
drifts, because for language to be accurate to the condition of nomadicity, it too has to be drifting, under the 
way a between-ness as essential nomadic condition, thus always a moving forward, a reaching, a tending. (I 
hear the need for both tension & tenderness). & an absence of rest, always a becoming, a line of-flight [as 
against Being, which is always a being-toward-death, stillness].(29) 
 
iii …as the mystic in his journey is transferred from one station in which he has experienced confirmation and 
presence, to another station for the same purpose, he pauses (yagif) between the two stations, and during this pause 
(waqfah) emerges from the condition of the two stations, learning in this pause the practices (adab) proper to the 
station to which he is being transferred. When this has been duly made clear to him, he enters into the condition of 
the station to which he has been transferred.(Ibn Arabi in Muhammad ibn Abd al-Jabbar Niffarī and A. J. Arberry, 
The Mawaqif and Mukhatabat of Muhammad Ibn Abdi Al-Jabbar Niffarī: With Other Fragments, "E.J.W. Gibb 
Memorial" Series. (al-Qahirah: Maktabat al-Mutanabbi, 1983 pg 30 ). 
 
iv Mawaqif 8\15,16,37 (37) 
 
v In Nomad Poetics, Joris cites Deleuze (A Thousand Plateaus) on the rhizome, but includes its description in Poasis 
in a more energized form: 
 
two ways of working, essentially: first the vertical \ spine poem that 
 turns\ twists on grammatik 
            cf.:’compose.(no ideas 
                           but in…)’ 
       Grammatik 
       A grammarye I sense owes much to Celan, as 
does that corkscrew movement that anchors the poem downward, into earth, air into earth, from the top of 
the page, the heading, chapter, caput, no longer gives permission for any kind of spread, the poem runs 
from its own title\inceptor i.e. first word or line given who knows how, runs in the shortest line possible, ie 
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hairpin curves, mountain travail, where the descent beckons, in a spiral, narrowing, downward, vertical 
straights, sharpest clinamen, always downward, screws itself into, earth. 
(this vertical tropos is not to be confused with the 'organic-romantic image of poem as tree, of art\work as 
natural growth, tree with bole\trunk, roots & branches, or with man as tree confusion, the renaissance 
romance, Leonardo's tree-man inscribed upright in the cosmos, that cosmic anthropocentrism out of which 
(even if seemingly as reaction against) came romanticism, all the way down to us-for us still there in 
Duncan, though he already on the edge of a new configuration, twin to the explosante fixe, already dose to 
what this new figure might be, is, in, say Celan, Sobin, some others', my own work: a necessary denial of 
tree image, a first approximation of the rhizome.) (11) 
 
vi After discussing the archeology of Rome and how one city sits upon another, Freud insists that “only in the mind 
is such a preservation of all the earlier stages alongside of the final form possible, and that we are not in a position to 
represent this phenomenon in pictorial terms”(20). 
 
vii According to Heath, et al., “Sturm und Drang was a rehearsal for the full-scale Romantic movement at the turn 
of the century. Sturm und Drang was marked by Herder's nationalism, a Rousseau-like idealism and faith in nature, 
scorn for artistic convention, the idea of individual experience (Erlebnis) as central to the creation of ad - and belief 
in the power of genius” (37). It is curious, I think, that what began as an outcry against Neo-Classicism and the 
Enlightenment, largely French progeny, has evolved to the outspoken French voices of the 20th century critics like 
Foucault and Derrida whose work demonstrated the further fallacies of written reason. 
 
viii As Heath says (67) “An early source for the propagation of the new Romantic credo was Das Atheneum, a 
literary periodical published in Berlin 1798-1800 by the brothers August Wilhelm von Schlegel (1767-1845) and 
Friedrich Schlegel (1772-1829). In this periodical Friedrich Schlegel first defined the romantisch in literature. 
 
ix Wendy Doniger (Wendy Doniger, Other Peoples' Myths: The Cave of Echoes (New York, London: Macmillan; 
Collier Macmillan, 1988). and others opposed Joseph Campbell’s notion of the universality of myth, arguing instead 
that, while myth may have universals on common, what really mattered was the specific and localized way such 
universals found expression. Lazer says, “…there has been an equally strong movement that at first glance 
appears to run counter to globalization: an increased awareness of poetry’s local and regional 
particularities, including its residence in specific languages, dialects, and classes of language” (Hank Lazer, 
"The People's Poetry," The Boston Review.April/ May 2004 ). I do not disagree with these ideas, but would prefer to 
recognize the absolute importance of both vectors. What we have in common and how we treasure it are inextricably 
linked. 
 
x MacPherson, according to Heath (57), fabricated the Gaelic bard Ossian.  
 
xi “iktibas, literally, the lighting of one flame from another. Faceted or thread-like, derivative or, as some writers 
claimed, an opportunity for literary one-upmanship, the shibbuts was central to the Hebrew poetry of the period-
including that of its most famous practitioner, Yehuda HaLevi …and poets employed it to such an extent that the 
verse frequently seems to become a web of quotation, with all the indirection, multiple meaning, and mirrored or 
magical effect that entails. 
Sometimes the shibbuts borrows directly from the biblical usage, as above, and at other times it plants the 
biblical words or phrase in a totally foreign or contradictory setting, raising bristles on the back of the poem for the 
medieval audience, which knew much of Scripture by heart and would absorb the strangeness on impact.” (Samuel 
ha nagid and tr. Peter Cole, Selected Poems of Shmuel Hanagid. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1996 
pg  xix). 
 
xii In the Jungian sense. See Jolande Szâekâecs Jacobi, The Psychology of C.G. Jung: An Introduction with 
Illustrations, 8th ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973 pg 59). 
 
xiii “FORM IS NEVER MORE THAN AN EXTENSION OF CONTENT. (Or so it got phrased by one, R. Creeley, 
and it makes absolute sense to me, with this possible corollary, that right form, in any given poem, is the only and 
exclusively possible extension of content under hand.) There it is, brothers, sitting there, for USE” (Olsen in 
Kwasney 346). 
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xiv Susan Schultz notes in her Jacket article that “What the poet can do, and what Bernstein has done throughout his 
nearly 30 year career, is to critique fashions of writing that attempt to conceal their status as fashion.”  In my usage 
here, I make no defense of fashion. Even Bernstein’s argument is fashion itself. Bill Lavender, writing about Ron 
Silliman and the essay arguments of L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets asserts that the “’transparent and unambiguous 
form of the essay,’ provides the theory that underlies a [LANGUAGE] poetry of pure practice“ William Lavender, 
"Disappearance of Theory, Appearance of Praxis: Ron Silliman, L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E, and the Essay," Poetics 
Today 17.2 (1996). 
 
xv Markos discusses how Burke marks a “ shift from an ontological, mimetic, objective approach to literature to an 
epistemological, pragmatic, subjective approach.” (38) Burke goes from [ to paraphrase] the question of what a 
poem is  to  how the audience responds to it, ultimately  describing the issue of acquired judgment which allows the 
difference between ‘good’ taste and ‘bad’ taste. By centering his debate on epistemology on one hand, imagination 
on the other hand, the senses on yet another hand (you need more than two hands to do this) and, finally (on his 
fourth hand), feelings of awe---of the indefinable sublime, Burke both accepts the idea that a poem creates a 
universal (terror) and is ontological, yet must be defined by the (w)reader so is epistemological.  To me, this is post-
modernity---nothing existing without the (acceptance of the) reader and, simultaneously, an acknowledgement that 
language (art, etc.) has a power of which to be afraid.  In Kant, subject refers to a thinking consciousness (21).  
Nature is the object, as in Wordsworth, so subjective means we are the subject.  But Burke’s view means we have to 
observe the subject to understand the response and, thus, the poem, which makes the subject the object we observe. 
Post modernity, I think. 
 
xvi As I have discussed earlier, that which is dynamic cannot be codified; thus, I have centered my arguments 
regarding ‘movements’ around statements old enough to have formed into a retrospective consciousness.  
 
xvii Lest it be suggested that closed form, absent from Word-Blind, is not of concern to me, I want to record my 
respect for it both as model and as mode. As poet and as teacher I envy the form, much as envy the heydays of its 
transparency. Perhaps someday I will master the closed forms I admire—sonnet and villanelle in particular. If so, I 
will be pleased to collect them. Feeling no real accomplishment in their regard, I choose not to include them in this 
collection and so engage issues of poor imitation. However, I will offer in these notes a satire based on sonnet form 
to at least foreshadow the better use of structure at some subsequent point. 
 
Sonnet 2005 (for the Organization Opposed to Pathetic Simile) 
 
As Kleenex used my heart you toss with scorn, 
pricked forth the pain of blister burst and raw, 
like fetal pigs a life of love unborn . 
I suffer thus---dissected, flayed, bone-sawed. 
My life to waste, to dross, to dung, to drek; 
a Paris sewer brown about my boots, 
like squishing heart, effulgence flows unchecked, 
in which floats corpse a-rot with maggots loose. 
Would that beneath my kiss your lips would shuck 
like leper’s lips dissolved to numb-struck hole; 
would that about your toes like leech I’d suck, 
or boa-fied, your feet to swallow whole. 
Then hairy clog that Draino-love sets free, 
like Twinkie stuffed, my love to burst in thee. 
 
xviii See David Lloyd, Anomalous States: Irish Writing and the Post-Colonial Moment (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 1993). 
 
xix From Heath: “For Schiller, the action of modern man in Creating his own moral and imaginative universe is 
equivalent to the play of children (Spiel) in which "reality", as decreed by reason and science, is suspended. Art is 
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therefore an intensely serious kind of play which defines mankind in terms of freedom. Self-consciousness is the 
Enemy of Schiller's aesthetics of play” (33). 
 
xx Dana Gioia argues that “Rather than be bards for the poetry subculture, [the New Formalists] aspired to become 
the poets for an age of prose” (249), a role I have no wish to fulfill, nor any desire to ascribe to the larger audience 
Gioia notes by means of this vehicle. 
 
xxi “So post-structuralist theories about engagement with a text have frequently, I think, been misinterpreted by 
American avant-garde writers as a passport to fashionable literary chaos. Laypeople (like me) probably view a 
theoretician like Jacques Derrida as engaged in a creatively destructive enterprise-specifically, overturning post-
Platonic separations between form and content, word and referent, in order to clear ground for new kinds of work. 
But in practice, working poets only receive Derrida's complex set of messages filtered obliquely through, say, 
articles in The New York Review of Books. Seldom can poets see past post-structuralism's dense surface of 
wordplay and a broad edict that the world itself is but text. Derrida's style, then, has probably had more effect than 
any of his theories, which are virtually indecipherable to most of us. In this way, post-structuralism endorses an 
over-baroque surface that's heavily allusive and unconcerned with communication. 
Furthermore, if the world itself is but text, then-or so some writers mistakenly feel-that text is doomed to be a 
private one, a hermetic one. Again, the liberating symbolist protest against artistic conformity to social and religious 
mores has perhaps transformed obscurity from something to be tolerated occasionally in a poem into something 
required to prove the poet's seriousness. I think of Valery's remark that symbolist poetry after Baudelaire wanted 
only to "tease the bourgeois reader with difficulty." Since that injunction, the poet has learned to count on the critic 
to clarify any message, no matter how deeply buried. (Karr 69-70) 
 
xxii Karr continues importantly: “Again, I do not decry decorative elements in a poem per se. One can with perfect 
legitimacy use a reference or create an elaborately metaphoric or linguistic surface in a poem. But when those 
elements become final ends, rather than acting as a conduit for a range of feelings, poetry ceases to perform its 
primary function: to move the reader. To pay so little attention to the essentially human elements of a poem makes a 
monster of poetry's primary emotional self, its very reason for being, so that the art becomes exclusively decorative 
and at times grotesque. Like cats in jewelry or babies in makeup, the ornaments detract from rather than illuminate 
their subjects” (52). 
 
xxiii Anne-Marie Schimmel, the Harvard scholar, explains the concept this way:  
 
Learning the Arabic letters is incumbent upon everybody who embraces Islam,  
for they are the vessels of revelation; the divine names and attributes can  
be expressed only by means of these letters--and yet, the letters constitute  
something different from God; they are a veil of otherness that the  
mystic must penetrate.  As long as he remains bound to the letters--as  
Niffari put it--the mystic is in come sense fettered by idols; he commits  
idolatry instead of reaching the place in which there are no more letters  
and forms. Annemarie Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam (Chapel Hill:  
University of North Carolina Press, 1975). 
 
xxiv When Bill Lavender in “Disappearance of Theory…” suggests that Silliman and other essayists seem to follow a 
course that ultimately would “…condemn language……to its logical conclusion of silence,” I wonder if, perhaps, 
beyond the implication of nihilistic reduction , that construct might also have a positive ‘trace’ in the mawaqif of 
staying. 
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20/20 
 
 
 
20. 1 
the day it rained blood 
frozen fish fell afterwards 
     landed plop in shallow  
viscous puddles      thawed  
     walked home  smelling  
     copper-scented 
 
 
20.2 
terrified maria  
sanchez santiago 
knew miguel cheated  
or played cards with amigos  
shot out his balls just to be safe 
 
 
 
20.3 
his family inelegant  
       despite black garb 
             shredded umbrellas 
daisies 
       
cursed the sea  
                        curiously 
scattered him anyway 
 
ashes over stinging salt  
 
 
 
 
20.4 
miguel’s son 
     in name only 
went to sea 
     after his father 
left maria      
     for mare nostra 
ave maria  
     ave Miguel 
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20.5 
too much like your father 
muchacho maria scolded 
 
     he drank the fishes  
     and ate the rain 
     until his tone 
            changed 
 
 
20.6 
if the parents eat sour grapes  
the children pucker their lips       
      migueletto     thirsty for wine 
     covered his crotch 
          with green bottles 
 
 
20.7 
two whores shanghaied him 
     strapped him to a chair 
     in Buenes Aries     no tears 
     when the razor       slid 
 
     between     miguelleto’s     legs 
 
20.8 
On a ship  
Of gelded seamen    
migueletto sailed  
for inland waters 
so far north  
    his olive skin 
    turned pale  
    meringue 
 
 
20.9 
sleet chastens  
hombres more than  
madonna’s tongue lashing  
Mexican curses    ice is salt peter 
to the wounds     derelicts stand  
                      one hundred years 
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20.10 
deep beyond prospero’s havoc 
down below miguelleto’s panic 
     scrying cable 
     screaming plate 
 
captain sewdorska  
     staunchly last 
          shouting 
     misjudges hispanic  
  
              tenacity 
 
 
 
 
20.11 
underwater  
 
migueletto 
                
                loses                 memory 
 
wanders           walks 
          wreckage rent 
                              
           hulls crackle 
 
mollusks salute  
regurgitated sailors 
 
     miguelleto’s toes 
grip sea-bed 
 
     living coral 
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20.12 
shell scathed  
 
salt- 
honed  
 
conversing with anemone  
beyond discourse craving 
touch             mermaids elusive 
           sirens      silent      soul-night 
impoverished  him crying 
aqueous  
          tears 
 
 
 
 
20.13 
finally 
 
 
no whale spume expels him 
 
                           up 
miguelleto floats      
                  clasps his bride-white ice 
 
a frozen Canuck freighter 
Huron-bound  
                      aboard 
      plucks him 
 
 
 
20.14 
Mexican ladies sing him heat 
     migueletto athwart hatches 
sweaty under rime 
men grab      his young ass 
                     cursing 
maria  
cursing  
miguel 
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20.15 
to the lakes 
     wearing ship 
warmer     fresh water 
 
sudden storms      gnarled 
bell-bottomed trees      warn  
 
raspy voiced 
     we were once men 
 
 
 
20.16 
buenas noches he spits 
seconds before sheeting 
rain engulfs him 
     no blood     not like home 
     he laughs      not like home 
 
 
 
20.17 
before miguelleto walked     on     water 
two sailors swore    they heard guitars 
 
once he jumped  
     gunshots barked 
          silver slashed 
               rum articulated 
 
 
20.18 
 
when he chose      migueletto 
     cartwheeled      on      the      waves 
dolphined  
           whitecaps 
           under 
 
inhaled thunder     bled 
knew the fishUr-king’s body  
                                     deep rapture 
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20.19 
an underwater brothel 
welcoming limbs combed 
curly hair offering all their organs 
     blood and fish beneath  
     rain   wet  wombed  
                      mare 
 
 
20.20 
she casts them up 
     expired relics      empty  
rust-red      beached      hulks 
sad  fate      lost ships      lost  
men uselessly        masted 
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Entering Spain 
 
 
Boabadil set the cursive into stone 
Bismallah e Rachman e Rachim 
 
I have not entered Spain 
come only for a drink 
 
the voice of the palms was strong 
the Saracen weak and thirsty 
 
no tears she said his mother 
to the boy who could not hold  
as a man 
 
 
Simon de Cordoba, before he roasted 
Boruch Ato Adonae Elohenu 
 
Un-hanged un-repenitent Semite 
spat at inquisitor’s power 
 
before God burned he heard 
the voice above the crackle 
 
for too few units of conversion 
too little against Marrano flesh 
and Torquemada 
 
 
Juan of the white shirt arms of Christ 
Our Father Who Art in Heaven 
 
The graven mob sheeped up the hill 
that Goya saw in dreams and lines 
 
found nothing of bread and fishes  
only French frizees open musket-mouths 
 
I am the faith of Spain and dirt 
The Empire took him out 
   bull to the slaughter 
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Hunched and gnarled a painting herself 
In Reina Sofia, the guard says inclina para cerrar 
 
Back from the rail you are leaning too close 
Picasso’s Duena shoos me farther off 
 
you cannot get too close to Guernika’s 
dead Basques in tallies of nails 
 
horsehairs teeth newsprint 
planes no planes she protects  
   better than Franco did 
 
 
I have collided with España de los bolsos 
Rebajas & Oyga & cerró para la siesta 
 
Slick & bright from an arid plain 
tilted towers spit in gravity’s eye 
 
until midnight when Boabadil 
becomes a pimp Simon a grifter 
 
& Juan’s white shirt is grimy dank 
from sleeping in the street of dreams 
   on Madrileno nights 
 
 
All the white ponies have gone to Jerez 
where we burn pickled in Sherry 
 
There are no words to cry against 
this Spanish sun of so much hope 
 
so new, so young, in too tight clothes 
parading breasts febrile possibilities 
 
dark business suits nothing freezes  
in Spain & so much sweat except duende 
   caught between reality 
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& the West. & I have collided 
en carajillos between words 
 
from other tongues & my own 
in-action for my dear daughters’ world 
 
collided with falling petals on Recoletos 
with 2000lb smart bombs 
 
dropped on simple Moorish households 
like beggar’s coins cast from  
                                 dumb rich men  
 
 
to Boabadil’s thirsty descendents 
collided with smoldering auto-de-fes  
 
blessed by every other red neighbor 
with god on their side I have collided 
 
with Atocha Renfe & the rhetoric 
of terror but chafe when trains 
 
run late collided with Juan’s mute 
screaming stops neither bullets 
                                        nor fresh blood 
                                        just re marks May 
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What the women said to the men   
and the men said to the women 
on the Plaza Santa Ana 
 
 
 
if I sway your eyes, 
turn your head, 
hit you hard; 
risk for you, 
dance for you, 
slide past your guard, 
Will you revere me 
discover me, hear me; 
will you unlace me, 
protect and embrace me…  
 
if I find  
the power 
to give you  
the power, 
surrender 
to power… 
 
if I sway your hips, 
turn your heart 
take you whole; 
wait for you, 
search for you 
give you control, 
Will you alert me, 
bless me, convert me; 
will you ignite me, 
awake and unite me… 
 
if I find  
the power 
to give you  
the power, 
surrender 
to power… 
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at The Green Parrot 
 
at the back table 
of The Green Parrot 
in the Florida Keys 
I sit with Dr. Heidegger  
& Ponce de Leon drinking 
 
one more round nobody 
wants to buy I said 
“Doc, What did you expect?  
de Leon spits a wad of Cuban cigar 
onto the rough grained floor. 
 
“These things’ll kill ya,”  
he coughs hawking brown 
spittle and a mushroom clump. 
“ I was confused, senors. Virgins, 
Youth or Gold. What choice is this? 
 
“Sleep with Virgins, “Heidegger 
retorts, crass as his gin vanishes. 
“At least your bed will smell young  
in the morning. A fresh rose, not a  
weathered one whenever you can,  
 
as long as you can 
…until the greed sets in.” 
 
They look at me 
who has been silent 
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soaking inspiration from 
these great failures. I wasn’t  
buying, so lift my glass  
 
and toast to near misses.  
“Do you too not search?”  
de Leon prods, “never…? 
“For what, my liquor cries.  
To end up drunk in the Florida  
 
Keys and lucky not to be 
stuck through in Bourequine?” 
“Do you too not wish?”  
Heidegger philosophizes, 
for one more dance…?” 
 
“For what,” I rejoin,  
“for a blast from that grim  
Romantic? Here,” I said,  
“lean in –I’ll whisper you  
the secret of eternal youth,”  
 
and old or not, I had seduced  
lust’s gleam into their rheumy eyes. 
 
The namesake parrot  
squawks right on cue, 
the bartender polishes 
the teak bar. The overhead fan 
sings a paean to Sidney Greenstreet 
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Given another moment, Brett 
Halliday will walk in swapping  
tales with Ernie. The1950 Phillies  
hang over the bar. Time can be  
perfect if it’s imagined well. 
 
The secret to eternal youth, I say, 
like a conspirator might, a poet can, 
is to embrace the youth you had.” 
 “thwat,” spits de Leon. “Be true,  
be true, be true,” mutters Heidegger  
 
who had been reading Hawthorne  
to get a sense of birthright. I look  
at the parrot hoping he’ll say something  
totally profound. He rustles his feathers  
mocking our own drunken plumes 
 
Then somebody has the good  
sense to cover his cage.  
 
“Last call,” the barkeep yells, 
and the three of us wince. “Next 
week?” Heidegger suggests. “Si, 
Gracias,” says Ponce. “Caw,” I offer 
confusing a parrot for a Raven.  
 
“Nevermore 
is too vast for old men.” 
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Mount Moriah Road 
 
 
“Come son, three days 
bring the wood, lie down,   
don’t tell your mother.” 
 
“Father, where is the lamb?” 
 
hit at Monte Casino 
nineteen forty-six  
master-sergeant  
  new husband 
  my father bill 
 
loved the dark 
eyed Italian  
eyed death’s 
darker hope  
might  have stayed  
long(ed)    to stay  
 
didn’t 
 
carried shrapnel  
& driven stone 
regret remorse redoubt 
home    
  
 
this son two   
already walked 
the Moriah road. 
 
 
master  
sergeant  
father  
bill  
  never once said  
 Monte Casino except  
“I was wounded there” 
(wrote his stories 
I found   read of dark 
    Italian longings  
mother could read too) 
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  never let his kids go  
hungry    for food 
 
Bill didn’t dine; instead 
inhaled    regret    guilt    slowly  
exhaled    mutated gas invisible  
clouds of Zyklon W.  
 
my brothers   I 
fled (t)his ghetto 
even mother left  
 
survived 
survived 
‘survived’ 
survived 
survived 
 
I said at seventeen 
                                    no  no  more  
commandments  
 
 khah vee ah  et bed kah 
 
my ascension 
without honor  
   cold in me 
 
master 
sergeant bill  
dug in at the top 
of the stairs to stop me  
angry lizard-dark eyes  
shoulders set neck rigid  
cupped hands treading air 
no peacetime commuter 
grim warrior redux 
blocks my way. 
 
I move into him pull him in  
phyrric goodbye away  
from precipitous steps 
bill & I breathe together 
in combatant union 
closer than we’ve ever been  
 
 
the sergeant’s hip  
parchment under pose 
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I pivot & lift him,  
crash him hard 
to the left-hand wall 
   the family screams   
 
 
his face         crumples  
a child’s face releases 
           
I am down  
the flight away 
safe from vengeance 
safe from Avshalom Beni 
  
    
 
you cannot kill a dead father 
 
only forgive    
make a place for 
small good      
 
one tiny room 
never forget         he & I     
           
both fathers 
 
(no child 
could survive )        know  
 
right(ed) & 
wronged      on    balanced  
                                          blade  
we totter       
together  
 
 
 
 
“Father I saw  
the iron knife. 
Did you forget 
you named me  
laughter?” 
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silver skin 
 
my brothers thought 
wrong(ed) I could 
not fly      our father’s  
inbred  fear of bridled  
 
me     Smithson couldn’t  
know for all his vaults 
I neither  nor  in ninety- 
eight anticipated frail pipe 
 
backyard science project 
crude joints could fly 
my daughter playing 
laughing astrogirl 
 
I could not grasp 
my hand on Gemini’s 
skinshield could leap 
space psychometrically 
 
odd that which weathered 
galaxies sealing out 
airlessness   taught  
playful youngsters 
 
& me unconfined    
space 
brea(d)th of possibilities 
was touching silver skin 
 
snapped me sudden 
back to summer 
nineteen forty-eight’s   
silent  wasting fear 
 
my father  flight denied  
me on bubbled roof-tar  
knees gravel scar(r)ed 
I ran amidst antenna trees 
 
imagination forests 
demons  actual 
called polio swept 
streets below empty 
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pools closed  
mother’s eyes 
pooling dread 
dead children 
 
before salk sabin 
this was    fo(u)r 
ghost  dancing  
friends not seen 
 
concrete abandon 
meant  two feet black   
feats of fancy prison 
(under)min(e)d-trapped 
 
by iron lung dreams 
silver skinned tube 
quiet hiss quite horrid 
mirror to ironic eyes 
 
(k)new friends weak  
joyless reflected faces 
press-ganged children  
pleurae failed by miasma 
 
but alive on my roof 
top(s) untied lying 
on their vital lungs 
two adolescent girls 
 
I thought then  
breath now in oh-five 
ah   youth-ripe skin 
love(d) beyond age 
 
long after my father’s 
fear   lingered   left (iron) 
lungs & Flash airships 
fly again   happy toys 
 
averting age        I begin 
compassionate dying 
board airplanes goggle-eyed 
in silver skin fly to Spain 
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dance class 
 
 
When you were young  
& in your mind’s eye  
youth was sun-revolved,  
 
we took you dancing,  
for you could leap upon the  
lightest whim cross space 
  
as if the very imp of tales  
you told. We took you dancing, 
ungentled and amidst a crowd  
 
your size but greater than  
your scope. You found them  
friends. I found them whirlpool  
 
harbingers of that gross doom 
of ignominy, order and conformity. 
 
No room to spin --- there so many,  
and so sad was I and thwarted,  
I left you then to walk wet avenues  
 
where shoaling crowds made passage  
personal and left again no room to turn.  
to dance is last the childhood dream 
 
that body must abandon, for in the space 
the dancer turns a universe  
of soul within it heart and whole. 
. 
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from Six Ko’ans on Teaching 
 
I. Life 
 
Her supple, 
young body 
close arched  
into the boy 
 
parallel transience 
 
this remembered 
relentless aggrieved 
subcutaneous desire 
poignant poised 
 
bows against death. 
 
 
II. Death 
 
The girl with yellow hair 
too tight for her teen age  
blue dress lingers easy  
curved against her locker   
& her boyfriend’s attention 
 
She will be suddenly 
dead by neon Christmas  
in mangled metal glass  
a tree foreboding as shards  
of her little-voiced anger 
 
Yet in this fall predestinate 
preternatural predawn gray 
her smile is still dazzling 
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her youth infectious her 
coquetry beyond grasp 
 
of  boy-de-jour or me 
Hi Carla I say and Good  
Morning  to the boy  
he nods his cap eyes  
Vacuous saying furniture 
 
Carla attends class alive  
bored simply adolescently 
alone until propelled by  
invulnerability stupidity 
misperception fate 
 
and failure mine 
to reveal one true  
noble something 
that rescues her  
vulnerable heart 
 
She’ll be dead by Christmas 
 
Class ends she walks out  
love conspires in her ear  
tilts her head Carla walks  
away some bell rings   
but we don’t hear the chime 
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tuvan 
 
 
onstage 
under single white light 
she sings the girl who is dying  
her blood poison amazing grace  
while notes arc through her 
sparking rooted against 
transience they rise  
from her legs tilt  
through her fragile  
hips bounce against 
the ceiling (her shuttered 
eyes) swell into the outreach 
(her circled arms) clasping 
life as thin as air the world  
she cannot hold much  
longer her trills and sharps 
a quilt sound she weaves 
around herself we are 
patches a double note  
its own harmonic quaver 
less only deep in her  
throat overtone of fear  
whispers its double  
voice perplexed life  
soars and dies  
concurrently  
within such clearsung  
              youth 
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wake 
 
Radio prophets  
chew the news, 
pestilent public  
breakfast gray  
rhetoric overeasy  
homily slathered  
disdainful hubris 
baked humility: 
Burnt bodies 
burnt toast. 
 
My father’s war  
jittered blackwhite 
sixteen millimeter  
newsreel good 
Mine swirled tent 
trapped smoke 
televised nightmare  
surreally set  
amid sitcoms  
commie dominos. 
 
My children’s war  
overflew videogame sand  
hi-res texture corrupting  
innocence bitmapped  
distance precisely pixelated  
My grandson nearly born  
hears body-counts resonate  
through his mother’s thin womb 
 
world no more shielding  
than ten-more-minutes sleep  
while we go toothlessly  
to breakfast as if with  
appetite as if the death  
of strangers was of no 
more consequence than  
cold eggs plastic voices  
from gagless throats 
from jaded scripts 
 
mocking inaction 
in smooth redundancy 
disembodied reports 
set the morning table  
then are gone before 
our undernourished   
sensations seek them  
out screaming hunger  
for all the news  
that’s fit to serve. 
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tempestuous will 
 
 
 
what were you thinking Will 
that if you buried Prospero 
‘s book five fathoms deep  
in sea slime that if you broke  
his staff like some useless  
knubbled quill Caliban would  
not dance and Sycorax  
would not invest her 
breasts with rancor 
 
not just murder will out Will 
but bile as well will outfly 
Ariel sad Ferdinand naif 
ish Miranda cant stay 
alight past tempests their 
own pernicious duke no 
Gonzalo vouchsafes them  
books (it’s always books) 
upon Caribbean coral 
 
you twice wed by twentyfive 
misconsumated fled we all our band  
have leering usurpers by 
 
even David took a proffered staff  
would that Prospero kept his utensils  
for another part of the island 
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after Eternal Spring  
 by Rodin (modeled 1881)  
 
 
let him turn me  
in call the art cops 
chop off the fingers 
I don’t care alarms 
ring and countless 
generations suffer 
my grease touched 
touched eternal spring 
same marble Rodin  
hacked raw more 
than human rough into  
smoother than flesh 
transient into immaculate 
untouchable stone I 
touched it back rough 
frontal flesh too erotic  
to violate to copulate  
Myopia dystopia black  
agonies perhaps but marble 
tactile carries its arching  
shined skin a hundred years 
into my fingers guard damn 
be damned if they switch  
shifts I’ll do it again 
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after  Las Meninas  
(1610) by Valezquez 
 
 
Sorry to tell ya 
but technique aside 
you’ve been had 
if you think this portrait 
is about you & the kids 
 
Imagine a wedding  
photographer insinuating  
himself in your picture 
camera’s eye away from 
that cute little blond 
& the sleeping dog 
who lies your eyes 
right off the page 
 
You folks are better done 
on stamped leather boxes 
where your outline rings 
truer. No finer light 
perhaps in all of Madrid 
but I’d walk out the door 
myself once I realized what 
was going on Cuckholded 
by a dwarf and the ass of 
a canvas Please You paid 
for this You paid for this 
Was it a relative of yours 
who torched the Alcazar 
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after Mary Magdalene  
(1457) by Donatello 
 
 
his hands twisted 
an agony of knots  
coarse and braided 
into both of you 
turned intenstines  
over wood caught 
rivulets of suffering  
burnished wood with  
blood luster rent 
gown disheveled hair 
carved grace in pain 
pain in grace missing 
jesus with  
both your hands 
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after Constelacion  
et al. by Calder 
 
 
 
disks aside negative 
space carves air 
serpentine eyes  
hang by threads 
& arc unknown 
voids wire dance(rs) 
brushing planes 
their own design 
and yours of course 
master of  what isn’t 
until airily      it     is 
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by Purgatory Bay  
(after Purgatory by Yeats) 
 
Weary   
black hisses  
tendriled wind 
curls down night  
roads worms cold  
stone chaotic rills 
 
Across  
harpish night 
two guilty lovers 
moondancing 
hooded chained 
thinly reincarnate  
 
The moon 
they think is dead 
profoundly barren  
shivering shadows  
spin scuffling rites  
crack cold frustration 
 
Marrowless  
white toppling 
cottage stuck  
amid scrub grass 
mickle edged sand 
ghosted dunes 
 
hollow-eyed 
one landward window 
its black iris sputters 
against a moon cold cheek 
What hope? they wonder  
the candle and the aging man 
 
Any sleep  
seems warmer than the night. 
Yeats knew greatest tales  
bring primal heat lunatics  
dance ease breach born dawn 
through its wicked labors 
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Scatter  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scatter    them  
  words  that   
 did (gather) notknow   
      
  words    
   could walk (them) 
   (scatter!)   
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Five aspects: 1 Creation 
 
                       
                        
                        
                        
                        
       g                 
  S a r a v a s a t i        b     
  i     y            i     
  r     a            s     
  g     t            h     
  u     r   l i f e B o r n ( e )    
  n     i       R     l     
K  a   L    P     A    l     
     o         H   w e l d e d
     t       h  M    d     
     u      V e d A s         
     s       a            
     l       d            
    N i r g u n a              
     f                   
     t                   
     e                   
     d                   
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Five aspects: 2 Destruction 
 
 
                       
                      
                       
                       
                       
  K a l i                  
    e                   
    e                   
  f i r e                  
    s e d u c e s k u l l s        
       t     t           
    s   t     t           
    o  d e a t h d e a t h        
       r     r           
    m  l  s k u l l s         
    a   y     y  k         
    n          u         
    y          l         
              l         
    h          s         
  f l a m e                 
    n                   
    d                   
    s k u l l s              
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Five aspects: 3 Preservation 
 
 
                      
                     
                      
                      
                      
                      
                k      
          p      a      
          r    F o r c e    
         V I S H N U m     
          m    L a      
           o    C  k     
          r  g a R u d a     
          d    U  r   v  
          i    M  m  v  
         k a r m a    a   v  
          l    v      v  
              v      v  
              v        
              v        
              v        
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Five aspects: 4 Embodiment 
 
 
                       
                        
                        
                        
                        
               P        
          c     A        
          r     V        
         W O ( M B ) R L D      
          w   o  A        
          n   d  T        
          d   y  I         
                        
          c           s   
          o f  h e r s e l f l e s s
          n           l   
          c           f   
          h           d   
         f e c u n d       e   
          d           n   
                     i   
                     a   
                     l   
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Five aspects: 5 Liberation 
 
                        
                       
                        
                        
                        
                        
    d  d                  
  S h i v a                  
    e  n o m a d s t i l l n e s s     
    c  c        i    u      
    h  e        f    r      
    o  s        e    r      
    t              e      
    o              n      
    m             d e a t h  
    y              e      
                  r      
                  s t a l l s
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En el cruce del poeta del Marrano 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Silencio! 
 
I whispered 
 
hungered 
Under     
Heavy 
Letters          
coiled 
 
Marranos 
!El Hereje                                                Heretic! 
they are     broken 
 
caught 
 
                                                                        
unfair                                        the truth 
 
Soy un infante disléxico 
No nos puedo alimentar 
a mí mismo o a usted 
I am a word-blind infant. 
   I cannot feed myself or you. 
 
 we are                                     sliced flesh 
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280 yards 
 
 
 
 
backand 
downthrough 
clickperfect 
whitehot 
perfectarced 
safetybound 
defiantstay 
 no   shit 
                     no 
                     shit 
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10 lines in Perspective 
 
 
 
 
bowl 
fruit 
tangerine 
skin 
winter 
sheet 
dark 
pallet 
still 
life 
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How when 
 
 
 
 
 
How when I came to Madrid my grandmother of words 
long passed spoke heritage behind my eyes minute 
things great weight coffee tan spilled in saucers drunk 
a-tip to purple tongue and silver-set teeth age and 
brown crackers grandfather sweet & gruff becomes 
abuelo-con-cigarra authentic as white chipped 
enameled but for grace seller of rags factory shawls  
 
 
 
How when she died (he died alone) take what you love 
to cherish Lorca cherished held duende heretic elf still 
dances yanked him from Reina Cristina could not yank 
of his torn heart last sacrament of earthmusic great dull 
grey blocks brought mosque temple church 
tumbledown to tio pepe sad my grandmother knowing 
how when 
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clown carbs 
 
 
 
I hear  
they are shooting the clowns & 
banning croissants for breakfast 
 
too bad 
a world without rubber noses 
painted tears butter laced mornings 
 
and yet 
clowns grease grotesque fear 
over morgue white cheeks 
 
given choice 
I’d take Lear over Ringling 
rather the arabesque of truth 
 
but still 
I will miss the croissants 
melting away torpor with 
 
sweet shock  
amidst quivering dark bitter roast 
& the lie of sweetness 
 
more a loss  
than ingenuous autos pumping  
implacable corpuscles of clowns  
 
flushing down  
arteries of expectation 
honking smiles gone awry 
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scarlet  
bound 
neck & horns scapegoats 
Damascus pilgrims clews sprinkled  
gretelesque as sin sifted  
Venetian  
canals  
 
Ariadne’s  
thread 
warping rest amid weft of war  
some pausing place to meet god 
before the serpent 
gate opens  
its jaws 
 
scarlet  
bound  
else 
razor’s  
nick 
bloody  
dust 
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some winter night 
 
 
some winter night 
brownstone street 
Scene      red deer    with horns 
of Irish cattle, u 
shaped & brown, 
skin of no skin  
striated strength 
red red red 
 
from thicket dark 
first horns emerge once      blink 
    twice      blink 
 
then leaps 
red red raw 
magnifi(cent)ed  arcing 
   over 
   snow 
   street 
    light 
   moons 
skinslick 
bloodripe 
stallionhigh  tells my 
   name in 
   stars he 
   wears 
falls perihelion 
down the arc 
dissolves into 
façades of quiet 
brown stone    doors  bottleglass 
   shimmers 
   glints his  
absent 
flare 
he tells 
my name 
in stars 
he wears 
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in the matter of Rosencrantz, Guildenstern, 
Stoppard, Unamuno and John Madison Morton,  
not that any of it matters… 
 
 
 
 
Two sides obversed in a concrete world 
And so sore eye sought the rabble north 
And beyon’t revel ere lank eye rued 
And lacked tune as fair as eye caught 
To wear a sigh less trammeled by 
Nor hate nor love nor difference 
 
 
How now Box 
What say Cox 
 
Heads to the wind 
Tales not lucid 
 
What say you to dice? 
With all my heart! 
 
You might as well  
follow the dog 
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jacob 
 
 
 
Hidden in the angel 
 
Jacob arms wrapped  
 
upon air knew White Fire  
 
Black Fire up ladder 
 
not mountain letters clear  
 
as Cain deep as Tablets  
 
 
 
Yod and only Yod 
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what I learned 
from johann & kit 
 
 
Mephistopheles 
 
 (damn him) 
 
was late  
for lunch 
 
I ate   alone 
flambé  
(of course) 
 
‘gainst cold 
 
he arrived 
 
 we dealt 
 
(loopholes ‘n law) 
 
a hard cell 
 
bought  
‘n soul’d 
 
 
I got him good 
 (the best of him) 
 
hell 
(mine was the better 
 bargain) 
 
 
 
 
 
Faust failed 
not in sealing bloody vellum  
but in forgetting to cultivate  
Mephistopheles  
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prima materia 
 
 
I. persephone 
 
in pain arises 
virgin birth 
ailing heart 
bound sad  
white lady 
dark place 
fingers latch 
gratings bloody 
reach help 
I myself you  
who am me 
understands why 
you do not cry 
 
down again 
slide away 
 
II. hades 
 
is angry 
white heat 
prowls earth 
finds a victim 
Plucks her  
down dark 
where he can’t 
be intimidated 
by her face 
 
anger he curls 
round himself 
fear of lives  
in my dark 
she brings light 
and the sight 
of his face 
III. conjunctio 
 
a moment trapped 
this abyss and that 
he thinks to think 
no more dark lords  
don’t dream 
but she is there 
tips her head 
he feels her eyes 
empty him 
 
she sits 
he rages  
she sits 
he spins 
 
play is over 
dreams speak 
riddles dreamers 
lie symbols shift 
 
we are scared 
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IV. 
 
this fear abides 
that in darkness only 
and locked room safe 
crawls out nameless  
destiny no less out  
of body here than gods 
in their lightness 
do not know torn howl 
wrenched moan halted  
breath wet eye 
heaved diaphragm 
Jarred chords leave  
facades wondering 
in the dark
V.  
persephone ascends 
worn no longer pure 
to walk upon 
her mothers earth 
in virgin white 
verdant green 
neither leave  
the darkness 
nor stay in it 
so sits in neither 
nether place black  
has an allure now 
slithering sheen 
sweat or pomegranate  
dripping red  
tongue flaming skin 
working for final taste 
nor dare to be  
her mothers rival 
too many seeds 
and not enough 
no sustenance 
between worlds 
 
VI 
a waterfall in hell  
maiden bathes 
in naked form 
radiant  slick 
lithe & free 
til he rumbles 
from crevices 
to me he cries 
she runs temples  
pounding to his  
voice his loins 
replaces rape 
with rapture he draws her 
open-legged 
her greatest fear 
laid raw upon 
his dark bed 
this too is life 
where unnamed 
imps go dancing 
heat has no doubt 
gentle pain no logic 
in hell catharsis 
is not an easy word 
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VII 
Their children  
demon eyed persephone  
returns no maiden 
hades under her skin 
red reward flows 
red blood is life 
 
VIII. 
those poets who 
wrote agony 
knew endured  
pain transforms 
grey hope is an  
affliction of hell 
persephone’s mother 
caught it from 
daughter’s eyes 
earth wants harsh 
raw rows to speak 
of life  
 
IX. 
my dreams said north 
again north & now 
in motion forced south 
deeper (Persephone) 
to coal banked streets 
aloof winter (barren demeter) 
hollow faces (pining Zeus) 
only streets after all 
people whom compassion  
might redeem  
 
how good it felt 
to be in love 
before I headed north 
 
it is Christmas 
persephone seeks 
a saviour is a black  
swan of the streets  
hades has given her  
freedom joy she must  
find for herself 
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20/20 + 1 
 
 
21.1 
tomas  born 
of  sail 
 father long shipped 
 taught him distantly 
 disused masts crave 
 cordage  fabric foam 
 fulsome wind 
 spray-cutting hull 
un      docked 
 
 
 
21.2 
briny legends 
speak fabulae 
fiery wheels 
ricocheting 
crest to spume 
star-seeking  
 
fall 
short    
hopefully 
kinetic  trilling 
sparks  air  god 
water   tomas 
 
 
21.3 
tomas 
knew 
strange birth 
 
son of a whore 
who cut miguelletto 
  took  his seed 
  called  him 
             praying man  
 tis preying man 
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21.4 
tomas found his ship 
la corona del orpheus 
full crewed black musicians 
men of resurrection 
he their light  mulatto 
 
leavened  waterboy  
 
 
 
 
21.5 
doldrums fastened 
her hull down  screaming  
 swimming dripping seaweed 
 shoulder-hung tomas heard 
 drowned miguelletto say 
    
  study whoring 
  like missals 
  like groin-text 
 
 
 
 
21.6 
 too marvelous dieing 
 music brought tomas 
 shoreline    consternation 
sought what 
sought him 
saw him vanishing  
 
city hawk 
above cityscape 
to se(e)a 
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21.7 
I am youth  
I am Tomas 
 
landsman singular 
    sailor 
 
not miguelletto’s 
raw redemption  
but my own 
 
I am sun 
not son 
 
 
 
21.8 
not telemachus 
not ships 
 
abandoned whoreways 
alleys regrettable many 
scuppered rats 
 
 graveyards need flowers 
 flowers need dirt 
 ground into my hands 
 
 
 
21.9 
cloud by day 
worked once 
 
tomorrow 
once again 
 
 northstar beacon 
 nightstar gift 
  shipworn 
   
  sees empty plains    
sense       time 
    tomas 
 
   write     rhythm 
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21.10 
study law 
bury oars 
down sail 
reap so(w) 
wive  
 firm dark 
 humus loam 
 rooted seed 
 routed deep  
  
 disdaining 
tides sirens 
earshut 
 
 
 
21.11 
seven mission bells 
years married 
 brown daughters 
 
seven bullets ending their  
 
  abduction 
 
seven  dead     
seven  saved 
seven  times life  
            no  
 parole 
 
 
 
21.12 
sailors learn knots 
tie   untie   Tomas 
wagon-shackled 
shirking guards 
 
bending freedom 
 
before dawn met     all eight       wife 
seven daughters      borders crossed 
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21.13 
one comes home 
learns to fish 
shallow draught boats 
safe bays curling foam 
soft beach  busy sun 
 
one cannot smell  
 
 faraway salt 
 
 
 
 
21.14 
but salt gives taste to blood 
wild west winds carry sea-smells 
while daughters grow love pales 
 
strong men sing away death 
 
 
 
 
21.15 
 
the day rained copper-blood 
 
fishes fell into puddles 
 
miguellito’s ghost blessed  
 
one-hundred small boats 
 
became one barquentine 
 
 
tomas sailed  
looked wistfully 
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21.16 
leaving all 
for finding all 
 
home where 
home is 
 
without 
scripture 
barques slide 
single-rigged 
 
thus with men 
slip away      slip 
       away 
 
 
21.17 
compass rose 
 
woman flowers 
 
longitude leaps 
simple time 
 
piped forlornly 
long laments 
 
thrill of storm 
peace of bed 
 
circumscribed 
twice tomas 
 
 
21.18 
captain’s jester 
one-eyed seaman 
focs’le found 
 
under red stars 
spitting right sharp 
split & weave 
split & weave 
salt   &    skin 
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21.19 
she who waits 
water & wife 
wants withdraws 
stories compact 
 
ageing sailors 
smart to return 
water & wife 
before their time 
 
 
21.20 
tomas battens 
down  smiles 
 
works beaches 
left   foot wet 
right foot dry 
borderland 
 
resolved between 
              his legs 
 
 
21.21 
wear ship    ware ship     water ship 
 
bed   starstruck    startstayed 
 
upon  coral   harden  sand 
 
press  diamonds  from  rust 
 
keepsafe  a  spare  mast 
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last tanka 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
winter branches tryst 
uncovering chrysalis 
old worn words recede 
friends treasure lodge fire light hands 
trace fare wells of melting snow 
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